
Hellas CG&B
A diversified construction company with a nation-wide 
presence, Hellas Construction was recognized in 2021 by INC. 
magazine on the list of fastest growing companies
and on the list of  best-led companies. 

Sports complexes and more.
Hellas is known for their sports stadium and sports surfaces specialty, but they
also take on a range of construction projects requiring a diverse fleet of trucks
and heavy equipment which they maintain from locations across the USA.



The Issues:The Issues: Justin Moreno was hired as the Fleet Manager for the Hellas CG&B 
Las Vegas operation - about 100 assets of trucks and heavy equipment. 
He found that they had a paper system, for equipment inspections and 
preventative maintenance, but that there was little enforced use of the 
process and limited accountability on the part of the operators. 
Without a regular, standardized inspection process, Justin saw that:

• Lack of regular inspection could lead to small issues
  becoming catastrophic breakdowns

• It was difficult to create accountability on the part
  of operators for the care of the equipment

• It was hard to maintain a regular, effective preventative
  maintenance process that could save on repair costs



The Solution:The Solution: Justin implemented Driveroo mobile inspections for pre and post 
operation of equipment to get rid of the paper system and ensure 
that the inspections were taking place. Inspection time was 
reduced to a couple minutes.

Justin’s team collected critical data on the equipment and 
operating hours to be able to implement an automated 
preventative maintenance system that alerted maintenance staff 
when to execute preventative maintenance on the equipment

Maintenance was able to gather more complete data and pictures 
with inspections that allowed the team to prioritize and plan 
maintenance on the equipment by need and severity - and to rate 
issue severity consistently across operators and sites.

Driveroo automated the generation of work orders and the ability 
to easily specify what needed to be done through the mobile 
interface, as well as capture completion of issues to create a service 
history of the asset.

Hellas CG&B Implemented standardized incident and safety 
reporting on operator mobile devices to collect all the required 
data - guiding operators through each step - to file reports with
the head office



The Benefits:Standardized process
for inspections and incident 
reporting with complete 
information

Faster, easier
and more consistent 
adherence than paper

Improve execution
of preventative 
maintenance leading 
to fewer breakdowns 
or unnecessary 
repairs

More effective operations
for maintenance staff with
the ability to understand
and manage maintenance 
workload

Operators now
more accountable
for ensuring
the operation
of valuable equipment 
within guidelines
for safe operation
and best practices
for maintaining
the life of the 
equipment

Saved time
- cut down
back and forth
data gathering
and telephone calls.

Improve response 
with instant
visibility to issues 
and alerts for the 
most critical items

The Benefits:



Driveroo’s unique visual inspection interface was a key feature that 
attracted Hellas CG&B to the solution - making it easy and simple for 
the operators. Justin was impressed that he could implement exact 
visual representations of each type of equipment. 

Flexibility was key. It was easy to modify to keep the process focused 
and simple. In addition, the ability to add in guidance and walk the 
operators through incident reports was very powerful.

The Driveroo Concierge was a huge 
help to Justin. Hellas CG&B was 
impressed by the fast response
to their requests and the ability
to customize. Said Justin, “Driveroo
is a great value, delivering the right 
level of capabilities at a great price.”

Why Driveroo?Why Driveroo?


